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This thesis is an investigation into the design methodologies and ideologies of manufacturing
processes specifically related to automotive design. The conceptualization, prototyping,
testing, and manufacturing of cars is a discipline that would yield exciting results if applied to
architecture. The hybridization of different processes of design will raise interesting questions
of how built form is conceived, designed, developed, and constructed.
An essential part of this thesis research is the study of materials. After an intense investigation
of the potential uses and intrinsic properties of new materials in the automotive and
construction industries, a select few materials will be applied directly in the thesis.
The final component of the thesis is a programmatic theme that will revolve around shoreline
membranes. They provide a lightweight and flexible system of architecture for many different
building types. The investigation will involve the design of a structure in which its conception,
function, production, and form are the direct result of inspiration from automotive
manufacturing techniques and material research.
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Title: Associate Professor of Architecture
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Conceptual Framework
Automotive Design
and Production
Metal, Glass, and
Innovative Composites
The mode of operation in this thesis is the exploration of design technologies and their
potential applications to architecture. The program and site where chosen specifically in order
to facilitate the maximum degree of universality. An underlying level of aesthetic quality
reminiscent to that of the automotive industry is also not an accident but intentional. The
questions that emerge from the research lie within architecture and the automotive industry.
Overlap in design, manufacturing, and construction occur throughout the design and research.
The goal is to spot these commonalities and discontinuities, and then to question their context
and look for solutions. The primary areas of investigation are in automotive design, philosophy,
production, and new materials.
The car industry uses many different technologies in the design of automobiles. Such
technologies include the use of CAD-CAM systems which are able to digitally construct,
visualize, analyze, prototype, and provide manufacturing data for the production of
automobiles. While taking full advantage of new technologies to further expedite, streamline,
and enhance their design process, automotive designers do not need to be in the same
location for a design to materialize. The application of such design processes have already
entered the architectural profession, yet have not become widely used. This thesis will address
this issue by testing the limits of current manufacturing technology.
This thesis will push the boundaries of design methodology by emphasizing the intrinsic
properties of materials. The design constraints will take into account strength, weight,
durability, cost and aesthetics. Material selections will come from both the automotive and
building industries.
Metals such as steel and aluminum have been used conventionally in the fabrication of beams
and columns for structures, yet with the emergence of rapid prototyping these materials have
the possibility of taking on non-repetitive forms, thus influencing how we interact with the
spatial forms of buildings.
Metal, Glass, and
Innovative Composites
Developments in curved, high-strength glass are of interest and can provide a vital connection
between the building interior and the exterior environment. The level of transparency in
architecture has traditionally been limited by structure, cost and energy concerns.
The study of composites will be of most importance to the understanding of how materials
affect form as derived by this thesis. Automobiles and buildings are similar in that both are
clad in a skin that is hung from or attached to a structure. My interest lies in developing a
system that considers the analogy between structure and skin. Composites have the potential
to achieve this goal. An investigation of these materials will help develop a system which
incorporates composites, metals, and glass into one functional unit.
Shoreline Membranes The goal of the programmatic component of the thesis is to exercise a methodology
developed by the research of design processes and materials. Since the thesis must address
architectural issues other than tectonic and methodological concerns, the theme of this study
is shoreline membranes. This vehicle is in the form of an annual design competition,
sponsored by Taiyokogyo Corporation of Japan. The goal of the 141h Annual Competition is to
look for designs sympathetic to the poetics and dynamics of shorelines, be they oceans, lakes
or streams through the use of membranes.
"Membranes could be used in various types of facilities on the urban waterfront. They
could lend interest to a landscape of warehouses on the shore. Other applications
could include zestful surprises in shoreline leisure facilities, or original shapes that
heighten the sense of anticipation on piers where passenger ships depart for trips to
far away places. Membranes could function as symbolic landmarks in picnic grounds
by lakes or oceans, ..."
(http://wwtaiyokogyo.co.jp/compe/guide/eguide.html, 1999).
Synthesis The relationship between membrane structures and automobiles is closely linked. Both rely
upon structure and both share similar notions about skin and cladding. The main goal in this
project is to accomplish an architectural design that integrates structure with skin as a system
whether the material is fabric or some other composite material (as determined by material
research). This thesis also intends to address the iconic and cultural significance that
membranes and cars have simply by their existence and their interaction with the urban
landscape.
This thesis expands the potential that technology and material science can play in design. It
questions the method by which we currently design and proposes a new way of implementing
other techniques of construction and inhabitation. Finally the urban and architectural form of
the intervention is the physical and conceptual manifestation of the framework established.

fig.(1) research icon.
Much of the research base for this thesis is centered upon interviews with automotive and
architectural professionals during travel research that ranged from California to Germany and
to Italy. Prior to travel, a series of interviews at MIT raised the issues that were formulated into
questions in five major categories: styling, prototyping, skin, structure, and materials. These
primary areas of interest have many similarities in both industries and also the most potential in
technological crossovers.
The following European automotive companies were investigated:
1. BMW: Munich, Germany
2. Daimler-Chrysler: Stuttgart, Germany
3. Ferrari: Modena, Italy
4. Lancia/Fiat: Torino, Italy
Concurrently interviews were conducted with the following:
1. Michael Schrage: Prototyping Consultant, NYC
2. BMW Designworks: Ventura, California
3. Art Center College of Design: Pasadena, California
The five distinct categories of research that follow are accompanied by several important
questions that formed the interview and research process.
Styling Who determines styling?
Can styling be a result of a formula?
Does your company's design philosophy also influence its styling? Does it lend itself to other
parts of design and manufacture?
How does styling affect other components of design?
Prototyping Do clay models still play a large role in design?
In concept design, how prominent a role does prototyping have?
How much digitalization is used in concept design? Is it used for rendering, visualization, or a
preliminary stage to modeling?
Are there any new alternatives to clay modeling like 3D printing, virtual modeling, etc.?
What advantages does modeling a digital project have in the design process?
Skin From a design, does the exterior skin have any relation to the interior or any other component
of the automobile?
Is the skin of a car conceived of separately or as part of the entirety of the design?
What types of modeling are used for the development of car exteriors?
What step does exterior (skin) factor into a project?
Structure How much structural consideration is considered when beginning conceptual design?
Does structural expression enter as an aesthetic consideration conceptual design? As it
does in architecture?
How much interaction is there between engineers and designers in conceptual stages
of development?
Materials Do material choices play a primary role in conceptual design?
What are the most popular materials selected for the different components: exterior, bumpers,
interiors, and body assemblies?
Do certain materials make the manufacturing process faster than others?
How is research on new materials being implemented into the design process?
RSARC
Concept Car Designers
Project Managers
Engineers - Rapid Prototyping,
3D Modeling
Marketing Agents
Assembly Une Managers
The following automotive personnel profiles were interviewed, each with their own distinct take
on design and its potential in architecture.
Designers, especially those in the early stages of design have a tremendous influence on
many aspects of an automobile. Those characteristics include the overall form, styling, and
concept of the car.
They provide the link between designers and engineers. They understand the complexity and
difficulties of making a product such as an automobile. They are comparable to project
architects in the building industry because they are responsible for the forward progress of the
project.
Those engineers involved in prototyping and 3D modeling are those most likely to be involved
in the development of the overall form of the automobile and in the assembly of components.
They investigate and gauge consumer desires. Aesthetics, styling, size, cost, etc., are all
concerns of marketing agents, affecting the design of automobiles.
They oversee the construction and assembly of automobiles. They comment on the design
process from a back-end perspective. Because of their perspective, their ideas can alter
design moves in initial stages to make the product more efficient and better.
After the interview process and evaluation of the subject areas of prototyping, styling,
manufacturing, CAD, CAS, and design, the following diagrams were produced:
1. Architectural Design Processd e n 2. Automotive Design Process (BMW's model)
architectural 3. Comparison between Architectural and Automotive.
The architectural and automotive design processes are divided roughly into four distinct
regions. The first is conceptual design, followed by schematic development. At the halfway
point of development there is a distinct split between the architectural industy and the
automotive industry in terms of construction and manufacturing. The large capital investment
within the automotive industry enables a company to design and carry out the manufacture
flg. (14) Process diagram under the control of one entity. This capability is not present in architecture. The technologicaladvances made in the automotive industry have far exceeded the primitive technology of
architects in comparison. Sophisticated modeling, engineering, and manufacturing programs
allow for freedoms in design that could be implemented into architectural design. Since
software and manufacturing technologies have already developed they can be easily
converted to architectural purposes.
The last diagram compares the two processes and indicates the potential technologies and
methods that could be implemented in another field. Most of cross-pollination occurs in the
tools section of the chart and mostly from automotive industry to architecture. However,
architecture's long history has created a large boby of design philosophy, theory and criticism
that not only is provided for at a academic, but also at a cultural and social level. The same
cannot be said about the automotive industry because car designers do not often write books
about design, whereas architects like Frank Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier have written many.
Manufacturing is another area of interest outlined in the diagrams. The automotive industry
directly affects the manufacture of its products, because the design, analysis, testing, and
fabrication is directly linked to mass production. Architects rely on contractors to interpret their
plans and carry out the construction of the designs. Direct control can be increased and power
of accuracy and quality can retum to the architect through the use of CAD/CAM.
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Phase
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* Building details
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* Specification process begins
e Structural system finalized
Virtual renderings
Models (larger scale)
Drawings (dimensioned)
AutoCAD
Finite Element Analysis
(structural eng.)
Construction Management
e Bidding process begins to
select general contractor
e Administration of constructior
process
e Maintain schedule of project
to keep cost under budget
* Design for open situation
* Administration of sub-
contractors
" AutoCAD
* Construction equipment
(cranes, concrete mixers,
welders, etc.)
Client meetings
Program development
Material selections
Building/zoning code
Initial design concept
Community meetings
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and designed
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Conceptual renderings
Models (smaller scale)
AutoCAD
3D Studio
Mult-frame
client Design
architect o Architectural
meeting
models: half to full scale constructionmodels: 1/8", 1/4", 1/2" I bid process
Automotive Design Process (BMW)
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Renderings
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Market
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. Similar goals within this stage
Automotive is ahead by introducing CAS or computer aided design in
earlier stages of design.
e Extensive use of outside consultants and suppliers
Introduction of more sophisticated software platforms to generate new
forms
* Costs
* Market
* Engine type
Synthesis
- sploregyties ~-1 T eesedsg
Comparison - Automotive and Architectural Design Processes (cont.)
(Automotive) (Architecture) (Automotive) (Architecture)
* Employing CATIA and other software will increase precision and
introduce manufacturability to design
* Full scale mockups for analysis and testing is useful
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hands of designers
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Objective
Tools
Synthesis

Computer Aided Styling, CAS
Paraphrased from interview with
Veronika Kain, interviewbyauthor
summer 199.
Computer Aided Styling is the preliminary area of development in automotive design where
design concepts are modeled and developed. It involves the use of traditional drawings, clay
models, rendering, and the beginnings of digital modeling. Prior to CAS, advanced design and
initial concepts are decided. Concepts span the range of ideas concerning form, profile, and
style. During the advanced design stages, ideas are transferred from traditional methods of
design communication (renderings, sketches, clay models) to a digital model.
The following issues become prominent in CAS:
Design vs. Engineering
Design Engineering
Initial Concepts
Initial Media
Alias Wavefront
fig.(2) CAS icon.
Traditionally considered two separate processes.
Designing with engineering constraints to allow for
fewer compromises and more integration between the
form and function.
Form, profile and style.
Hand sketches, clay models, rendering.
Software originally used in the movie industry for animations.
Good surface modeling capabilities, good compatibility with
CAM techniques. Allows for realistic scaled prototypes final
decisions on body form are made in CAS.
The process of "Sketch Mapping" has also been implemented into the design process. The
method includes projecting drawings of different perspectives including top, side (profile), and
front to create a projected virtual model. This aids in visualizing the product quickly and also
early in the design process.
The majority of automotive design departments, including BMW, use Alias Wavefront for
visualization and design. The program was designed originally for use in the movie industry for
animations, but has proved extremely useful because of its sophisticated surface modeling
capabilities. In addition to modeling, it is useful in producing animations, renderings, and
digital models which can be used for producing 3D print models, milled mockups, and
fiberglass models.
The Alias Wavefront model at the end of CAS has an accuracy suitable for the production of a
fused fiberglass scale model representing the body exterior and interior, including an engine
system of the finished product. This model is used for presentation purposes at the end of
CAS for determining which one of the designs will be developed.
One advantage of Alias is the ability to manipulate a digital model. This however is not the
case with traditional architectural media whereby a Cartesian system of description is used
instead of a parametric system.
Before CAS a "Target Catalog" is established. The target catalog determines the parameters of
the design such as car type, fuel efficiency, and styling cues. This narrows the focus of
Advanced Design, because in the early phases of Advanced Design all concepts are
considered and are thought to be plausible.
The "Concept Phase" of design occurs after Advanced Design and before "Series
Construction." In this phase many different designs are presented and discussed among
design team members and then they are narrowed down to several concept designs that
will be further developed. The next stage of design overlaps CAS and CAD, and is called
the "Re-engineering concept phase." Designers present the final concepts to the
manufacturers, engineers and fabricators and a decision is made on a final design which
will be developed fully.
Clay models at 1:1 scale are produced after the Concept Phase. These models are
expensive and time consuming to produce. Companies such as BMW and DaimlerChrysler
have committed to keeping clay modeling as an intergral part of there design process
whereas other companies have invested heavily in other visualization techniques such as
virtual walkthroughs and animations.
The following are the some advantages of the CAD phase of development:
Paraphrased from interview with
Veronika Kain, intervewbyauthor CAD: Analysis, testing, manufacturing and virtual presentations before full
summer 199. scale clay models are built.
Cost effectiveness: Savings of a quarter million dollars per model.
Animation: Interiors and driving simulations.
CATIA: Originally used to design airplanes.
Strong computer simulation capabilities.
Used for structural testing of systems (engines, body structure,
aerodynamics, thermodynamics, acoustics).
Strong CAM capabilities.
This area of CAD design begins shortly after Advanced Design and before the Concept Phase.
For BMW, CAD is a more concrete system of design where analysis, testing, and
manufacturing occurs. The primary software platform is CATIA. Developed originally for the
design of airplanes, CATIA is a sophisticated modeling program which performs structural
testing on systems such as engines, body structure, aerodynamics, thermodynamics,
acoustics. CATIA also has the capability to aid in manufacturing the components composing
fig. (3) CADicon, the final product. Tasks such as programming tool paths for cutting and molding can be
executed by computers.
Computer Aided Drafting CAD
Computer Aided Drafting
Paraphrased from interview with Michael
Robinson, interviewbyauthor, summer 1999.
The transfer of the digital model within Alias to CATIA is simple because both programs
are compatible. Series Construction, which begins in the middle of CAS and ends at
the end of CAD, is the process in which the digital information containing the geometry
of the automobile is tested and then transformed into a constructable artifact.
Following Series Construction is Series Production whereby the construction and
fabrication processes are developed. Manufacturing takes over and decisions on
materials and manufacturing techniques are developed.
Once the design process has moved into CAD the manipulation or transformation of
geometry is more difficult, therefore final decisions on body form are made in CAS
within Alias.
One advantage of using CAD/CAS is virtual presentations. Michael Robinson uses
virtual presentations to design and also to present to executives. Using Alias and other
software programs Lancia is able to present many more concepts before further
development. Full scale clay models costs over a quarter million per model,
visualization helps cut costs and presents many possibilities. The use of animations
help convey the spatial qualities of interiors and the feel of driving.
BMW follows what they call the "Design Pyramid." It consists of three components:
Paraphrased from inter iew with 1. Base: FunctionVeronika Kain, interviewbyauthor 2. Middle: Intelligence
summer 1999. 3. Top: Emotional Quotient (EQ)
Function includes basic technical components such as the ability to travel distances, sound
automotive engineering, safety, and cost. This is necessary for the car to operate and fulfill the
minimal needs of the driver and passengers.
Intelligence includes the design and development of systems such as GIS, web Service, the
computer systems, and all the devices involved with the "brains" of the automobile. These
systems inform and add a smart component to driving. BMW looks at the intelligence of a
automobile as a necessary part of vehicle operation and promotes the development of these
technologies to improve the quality of driving.
EO, emotionalquotient, is the pinnacle of the "Design Pyramid." This component includes
styling. BMW promotes the following parameters in styling: free form, excluding the use of
radius and tangential lines and curves to define profiles and surfaces.
fig.(4) Styling icon. The EOis the component in the automobile which can not be defined by any mathematical
equation or description. The EOevokes to the driver or owner that "The car must express what
it can do," and "form follows emotion."
As with many others, BMW has been influenced, by the Bauhaus movement where form
follows function, but has moved away from that tradition. BMW has separated the two
philosophies of function and emotion to fit their design needs. In terms of engineering,
function still takes precedence, whereas the question of style has not.
The Question of Style: BMW
The Question of Styling, Lancia
Paraphrased from intemiew with Michael
Robinson, interviewbyauthor summer 1999.
Similar to that of Porsche, BMW calls their style "Classic Modern", however they feel they have
more of a tradition to design. The styling in comparison to the new Beetle is more conservative
whereas they feel that the styling in the Beetle can be "fashionable and annoying."
The following quotes came from the discussion and are open for interpretation as to their
pertinence to styling.
"The car must be a cocoon like the home, real comfortable spaces."
"Automobiles are the cathedrals of the twentieth century."
-Former Ford CEO.
Michael Robinson is the head of design at Lancia. He had worked for Volvo after leaving Ford
after an internship and college. After twenty years at Fiat and Lancia as a designer, Michael is
now at the top of design and research. He is exciting, confident, and creative in his attitude
and efforts at Lancia. He feels that "Individuals can change companies." He sees Lancia as a
company with a great tradition.
Lancia has moved into the luxury car market with its new entry the Libra. The production calls
for a mid-sized sedan to replace a ten year old series. Robinson mentioned the following
concepts as key to Lancia and the design.
Living-Room
Biosphere
Stress-Free
The Living Room is a concept that moves beyond simple transportation. The concept suggests
that the space of the car is not just for passengers, but simulates some of the qualities a home
or living space may have like social interactions (e.g. cocktail party), conference capabilities,
web access, and entertainment. To promote such an environment the rear and front passenger
seats have been designed to swivel giving the passengers the ability to face each other.
Introducing Internet and display technologies allow communication outside of the vehicle.
Although, these technologies have existed in the past, Robinson has put emphasis on these
technologies by making them accessible and setting awareness of the possibilities.
Biosphere refers to the protection that car possesses. Protection meaning not just from
crashes, but from exterior elements. Conditions such as air quality, sunlight, ergonomics, and
overall comfort are the concern in this area of development. The biosphere is a physical and
metaphorical envelope which the occupants occupy.
Stress-Free driving is another concept explored by Lancia. Safety is optimized when
distractions are distilled. Allowing the driver to concentrate on the road and not the radio or
cell-phone, allows for the most stress-free and comfortable experience. Introducing adjustable
steering columns and wheels drivers allow a certain degree of freedom. The easy access
control panel has been designed and oriented to make driver more aware of the road.
Robinson also characterized the dynamism between Fiat and Lancia.
FIAT coherence
courageous
everyday
mono-volume
functional
adventurous (try new things)
Lancia tradition
elegance
importance
movement
The history of Lancia is very important to the tradition and the image of the company. The
culture of the company was one that encouraged its designers to use new technology. He
described Rolls Royce as an "elegant and conservative" Vehicle. The luxury from the Germans
as "Perfection" but a "Cold Perfection" dominated by a rational luxury. The goal for Lancia was
to strive for a perfection that was more Latin, " a car that is warm and sensuous."
Another goal was to attack dogmas such as "new cars for young people" or "Cadillacs are for
old people." These quotes may have a magnetic effect but to break that continuum is to be
creative.
The interface between man and machine is just one of the problems of design. The machine-
to-machine interface provides opportunities to make human beings freer. We can spend time
doing other things than driving.

Rapid Prototyping/Manufacturing The CAD/CAM tools available include 3D printing, milling machinery, etc. Body design does
not depend on 3D printing because of scale issues. The range of sizes and materials is large
within 3D printing. Depending on material and size, models are produced in minutes or several
days. Some materials available are plastic, starch, foams, and metals. The implementation of
these technologies creates new possibilities for the designers. In the automotive industry, 3D
printing has taken large steps in the prototyping of engine components, accessories, and
controls. The use of the 3D printer can extend into architecture at many levels, from truss or
beam components to determining complex volumes and surfaces for building exteriors. In
contrast, the prototyping of car bodies still relies heavily on clay model digitizing and computer
manipulations and milled output.
Rapid Prototyping
Tools
Advantages
Used extensively for steering wheels, wheel, components, etc.
3D printing, milling machinery, etc.
Prototype outsourcing to companies that manufacture bicycles, cell-
phones, component office furniture, and packaging.
Speed, creativity, precision, keeps a fresh perspective on design.
fig. (5) Rapid Prototyping/
Manufacturing icon.
Much of BMW prototyping is outsourced to firms such as BMW DesignWorks USA. They
cooperate with outside companies that design other industrial products such as bicycles, cell-
phones, component office furniture, and packaging. One advantage of prototyping is speed.
More designs can be created in the same period of time as conventional techniques. In
addition the surface and solid modeling capabilities are more precise than in the past.
fig. (6) Peen forming Gantry diagram.
In terms of manufacturing, one technology being used by airplane manufacturers is called
peen forming. This process produces large double curved sheet surfaces for airplane wing
panels. Peen forming involves blasting pellets onto a sheet metal surface and forming the
sheet through the force of contact. The amount of pellets striking the surface during a period
of time deforms the metal into the desired shape. The outer surface strain hardens and while
the inner surface remains soft and durable, allowing for the change in material.
"Peen Forming is used to produce curvatures on thin sheet metals by shot
peening one surface of the sheet (see figure). Peening is done with cast-iron
or steel shot, discharged either from a rotating wheel or with an air blast from
a nozzle. Peen forming is used by the aircraft industry to generate smooth and
complex curvatures on aircraft wing skins. Cast-Steel shot about 2.5 mm
(0.1 in.) in diameter at speeds of (60 m/s) (200 ft/s) has been used to form wing
panels 25m (80 ft) long. For heavy sections, shot diameters as large as 6 mm
(1/4in.) may be used.
"In peen forming, the surface of the sheet is subjected to compressive
stresses, which tend to expand the surface layer. Since the material below the
peened surface remains rigid, the surface expansion causes the sheet to
develop a curvature." (fig. 6) (Ostwald, 1997)
A similar process called "Bead Blasting" is used by Frank 0. Gehry and Associates. It also
involves the use projection of pellets toward a metal surface. Bead Blasting was implemented
for the Pariser Platz Project (Fig.7,8) in Berlin. The skin for the conference center inside the
main space of the complex was comprised of many complex curvatures that needed to be
molded into place. Bead blasting sheet metal into molds was the solution. This and many
other Industry technologies have become increasing available to architects, because of the
increased use of CAD/CAM and rapid prototyping. In the section entitled Process Diagrams
(pages 18-24), diagrams describing architecture, automotive, and a comparison of the two
design processes will outline the similarities, dissimilarities and potential technological and
philosophical applications.
lg.(8) Pariser Plateproject, Interior model
photograph.
flg.(7) Pariser Plat project, Frank 0.
GehryandAssociates.
fig.(9) reconfigurable sheet meta
separate discrete
fig. (10) reconfigurable sheet metal die,
densely packed discreet dies.
Another technology developed in the aerospace and ship building industry holds a particular
interest for the automotive and architectural industries. One particular technology being
developed at MIT is re-configurable dies or molds. Developed in the Mechanical Engineering
Department and sponsored by Northup Grumman, such machinery can be configured to
create complex surfaces for stamping sheet metal. The system consists of a dual bed of rods
that adjust to different heights before loading begins. Such machinery eliminates the need for
expensive dies. Other advantages such as a decrease in storage, increased customization,
and lower costs become evident to any manufacturer.
Idie, "The reconfigurable nature of these dies lends itself to flexible manufacturing systems;dies. unfortunately, the state of knowledge on how to design and analyze discrete dies
consisting of densely packed pins is very limited, thereby hindering industry's
acceptance of this type of tooling.. movable die pins, turning a matrix of die pins into a
rigid tool, and the pin matrix containment frame are the major components that
comprise the reconfigurable discrete die tool.
"There are many examples of how the development of sheet metal forming tools is one
of the most expensive and time consuming portions of any new product development
program. To cut cost and lead time, the ideal forming tool for a manufacturer would be
a rapidly reconfigurable die that can take the place of many continuous tools, that is,
act as a universal tool. For certain forming situations (for example, hydroforming,
matched-die forming stretch forming), such a tool, know as a discrete or bed-of pins
die has been developed.
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'There are two types of discrete die constructions that have been used: a matrix of
separated pins as seen in Fig. (9) and a matrix of densely packed pins as shown in
Fig.(10). In both configurations, the die pins (all of equal length) are set to the desired
shape and then clamped into a rigid tool." (Walczyk, Hardt,1 998)
fig. (11) Convention sheet forming die.
fig.(12) CAD simulation of stamped sheet
metal in a reconfigurable die.
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New Materials: BMW
Paraphrase from intervew with
Veronika Kain, intervewbyauthor
summer 199.
The following are some of the characteristics of current research in materials. Many
investigations focus on lightness and strength as desirable characteristics. Those same
characteristics also fit many architectural concerns. Both BMW and DaimlerChrysler have
placed recyclability as crucial qualities for new materials.The following are some
characteristics of the new material research.
Environmental Concerns
Ughtweight Materials
Safety Concerns
New Materials
Advantages
Fuel and oil consumption.
Aluminum, magnesium and plastics.
Crash stability.
Carbon-fiber and combinations of aluminum and composite
fiber materials.
Uses - bucket seats, bodywork and chassis.
Minimal waste and are stronger and lighter than many
other materials.
Uses - interior door trim, seat backrest, pillar trim, insulation
matting for the engine compartment bulkhead.
fl. (13) New Material icon. BMW is investigating derivatives of organic straw. The flexibility and lightness of organic straw
and its derivatives make it an interesting material to research. Organic straw is segmented and
therefore flexible; also the cross section is made of many fibers running parallel giving
strength. The lightness comes from the fact that the circular hollow section has a large
moment of inertia and therefore eliminates the need for extra material on the interior.
The BMW Z3 is a prime example of how material research influences a project. The
assumption that an aluminum frame would be developed resulted in a aluminum space frame
with many plastic components. In the end, the automobile had over 7000 pieces. This example
of material choice dramatically influenced the design and engineering process.
Recyclability is also a major issue in material research and automotive design in general.
Research in these materials has been focused on car interiors. The industry has focused on
interiors because it is the one area lacking new recyclable materials.
DalmlerChrysler Lightweight materials such as aluminum, magnesium and plastics have been the most popular
materials as a result of the automobile industry's effort to reduce fuel and oil consumption. In
general, most automobiles weigh less than their predecessors.
Other new materials include carbon fiber, used for bucket seats, bodywork and chassis. These
materials are made of a combination of aluminum and composite fiber materials. The
advantages of this more expensive material are crash stability and a forty percent reduction in
weight.
The issue of recyclability has led to a decrease in the use of PVCs. The auto industry is now
looking for alternatives. Investigations have led to natural materials such as flax and other
fibrous materials. "Car parts made of natural fibers include interior door trim, seat backrest and
pillar trim as well as insulation matting for the engine compartment bulkhead. Natural fibers
can be processed with minimal waste and are stronger and lighter than many other materials."
(Winter, 1999)

fig. (15) Shoreline Membrane Competition icon.
Competition Description The creation of a kinetic shoreline membrane serves to mediate between the land and the
sea. Assuming a typical existing dock as the site enables one to bring new meaning to the
historical connection docks have played with humans and the ocean. Shipping was viewed
as a lifeline; this lifeline is recreated here through membrane layers. Overlapping
membranes begin to define the functions within.
One navigates through the transportation node to resolve all activities related to travel and
the final destination. Upon entry through the anchor membrane, baggage is delivered to the
cargo bay along dock level. Travel up the escalator to the concourse landing. Signage
directs one to the main or lower concourse boarding platforms. If time allows, continue up
the next escalator to the upper platform to enjoy the restaurant and viewing platform.
Programmatic requirements vary among docks. Although the anchor membrane and
mechanical membranes are static pieces of the composition, they can be reconfigured to
meet the programmatic needs of its users.
The flexible kinetic membrane adapts itself to a variety of dock or ship sizes. Depending
upon conditions require by the passengers, the flexible membrane retracts or expands. The
flexible members fold back into the mechanical membrane structure. Built upon a modular
system, the canopy extends itself to connect the ship with the land linking together people
and the shoreline.
Static and Kinetic Membranes
14' Annual Membrane Design
Competition 1999
fig. (16) Exterior view of shoreline
membrane competition project
facing water
Exploded Axonometric Diagram
Flexible inetic Membrane
Retractable fabric canopy
Dynamic expansion shelter platforms, boat and/or docks
Mechanical Membrane
Houses retractable kinetic membrane equipment
Connects bi-level platform with main concourse
Anchor Membrane
Main concourse, static structure
Transportation Node
Main concourse
Vertical transportation
Restaurant / bar / viewing platform, baggage area
BI-level loading platform
Accommodates ships of all sizes
Cargo Bay
Typical Existing dock
SHOREL NE MEFBRAN]ES
Kinetic Membrane fig. (18) Above are different loading conditions
for the expandable kinetic membrane. They
range from large passenger ships to small
recreationalboat.
IKS, Intelligent KInetic Systems: The development of the kinetic membrane was explored in the class, Intelligent Kinetic
Systems, in collaboration with Jeffrey Tsui. The workshop provides:
"theoretical and practical foundations in the technological tools necessary for the
modeling of such systems both virtually and physically. It is intended for people
interested in exploring advanced applications of technology in architecture and
design. The motivation lies in exploring architectural solutions that are not merely
flexible and adaptive, but which are responsive and intelligently active with respect to
changing individual, social and environmental needs."
"Intelligent kinetic systems arise from the isomorphic convergence of three key
elements: structural engineering, sensor technology and adaptable architecture..."
-http://kdg.mitedu/ks.html
The exploration utilized Legos, sensor technology, laser cutting, and 3D printing, for design
purposes. We investigated the concepts of sliding, rotation, and extension. Modeling began
digitally using Inverse Kinematics and then through physical metal models. Following the
digital modeling, sensors and gears made by Legos were implemented into the physical
models. Several exercises looked into the flexibility and range of movement by the
mechanization of the kinetic structures.
fg (19) IKS I0o7. Fabric was also explored as a semi-transparent cover for the kinetic membrane. Several
studies experimented with the connection between gear mechanisms and static structures.
Much of technology used in the class can be implemented into the construction and
manufacture of kinetic components, thus revealing another overlap in research.
ha (20) fiaO(21) fPy m
fig. (23-25) Physical model of kinetic system
including track base.
4g.(26-28) Digital model of kinetic system
usina Invesre Kinematics.
fig.(20-22) Physical modei of kineic unit
g.(29-31) Physical model of kinetic
system using intelligent sensor Legos.
fig(32-34) Physical model of kinetic
fabric system using Lego gears.
fig.(35-39) Finalphysical model of
kinetic system using Legos, laser cut
plexiglas, and gears. f/g (3i g, (36) ig(3,7 NI9.(385) i3 39

fig. (40) Sketch icon.
Sketches The focus of the design shifted throughout the design process. Issues such as mass, volume,
structure, and surface were highlighted at different points in the design. The following pages
present a chronological array of selected sketches that focus on a particular aspect of the
architectural form. In many cases, the design was not a straight line process but leaned more
toward design, evaluation, and revision. Some issues reoccur and many decisions about
aethestics, structure, and materiality were made during each stage, whereas others continued
in their development.
Week 1 to Week 4
Week 5 to Week 8
Week 9 to Week 12
Building scale issues such as structure and its connection to the skin.
Skin panels: large or small scale.
Connection to dock.
Joint connecting structure to skin.
Alternatives: degrees of rotation and flexibility.
Subdivide joint into two sections.
Top-to-panel.
Bottom-to-ribs.
sketchesq '"EMOM
fig. (4 1) Sketch icon week 1-4.
In weeks 1-4, the focus was the
building form and its connection to the
dock. Several different configurations
resulted and were later answered in
model form. Other issues included the
flexibility required to make the system
fit on a prototypical dock. Sizes of
beams, truck bed size and span were
factors. Reduction of building
components was also crucial.
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fig (42) sketch describing connection to dock, profile, form, and subdivision.
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The assumed site conditions presumed
fabrication of all components within a
controlled environment. The relative simplicity
of the curvature in the surface structure was
learned later in the process. Some compound
curvature was desired, fueling a design
pressure on such components like the skin
panel and joints.
V
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flg.(43) sketch descibing
panelconnection, rib structure,
and connectingjoint.
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g.(44) Sketch icon week 5-8.
In weeks 5-8, the primary concern was
designing the connection between the rib
structure and skin panel. The rib structure
placed importance on the connection,
informing major design decisions. The design
would maintain a frame as the primary support
for the surface structure. The surface structure
would serve as a secondary lateral
reinforcement for the frame. The reason for
keeping the frame is flexibility. The conceptual
framework for this project involved the
development of a prototype that could adapt
to any dock condition.
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fig.(45) sketch descibing four fingerjoint detail, and connection to structure.
One of the reasons a dock was chosen was
its geometry could be measured by a ratio
of length to width. These two scale factors
could yield a dock 25 or 200 ft. wide;
therefore the rib structure would prove
necessary for a prototype.
This exploration also revolved around
complex surfaces and the power of
automotive technology to realize these
forms. The intention was to create a
complex surface structure and be able to
waterproof and support it. The rib structure
of cold rolled steel can be produced
through CAD/CAM techniques. The surface
skin panels will be also produced CAD/
CAM. They will be made of a carbon fiber
base and include such layers like insulation,
vapor barrier and exterior sheathing. The
joint becomes a focal point to compensate
for the lack of precision in the connections
between the cold rolled steel and the
molded carbon fiber.
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g. (46) sketch describing joint and its range of connection to a changing roof surface panel.
fg.(47) Sketch icon week 9-12.
In weeks 9 -12, design shifted toward two
areas: the joint mechanism and the layers
within the surface panel. Degrees of freedom
such as rotation, deflection, and expansion
drove the design of the joint into three primary
areas. The top consisted of four extending
fingers that received the panel; a middle,
which telescopes to extend and compensate
for the distance between ribs structure and
skin panel; and finally a clamping mechanism,
which attaches the joint to the ribs.
ig.(48) sketch describing panel connection and flexible joint.
I ry-
Another major design decision called for
the use of eight large 12 ft. wide sections
instead of using smaller 4 x 8 panels. Each
section fits on a truck bed and can be
manufactured in a factory. This decision
eliminated lap connections, which would
have been difficult to seal properly and
lessened construction time. The panel
would receive a glass curtain wall on two
sides and also allows for movement
between ribs and joint connections.
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ig.(49) sketch describing clamping mechanism within the structuraljoint.

fg.(50) Models icon.
The following section illustrates each different component of the design in model form.
Technologies such as 3dprinting, laser cutting, milling, CNC routing, and molding were all
used to create the models and prototypes. They are subdivided into areas of design
concentration and each will focus on a particular aspect of the design ranging from joint
connections to the overall form of the building envelope. The following are the major areas of
modeling focus.
Connection to Dock Large Scale Model
fig. (51) fig.(54)
Skin / Structure Small Scale Model
fig. (52) ig.(55)
Joint Connections
fig.(53)
fig. (51-55) model icons.
e MODEL
models
fig.(56) Model: Connection to
Dock icon.
fig. (57) Sectional
model, 2bays.
Scale: 1/4" = 1'- 0
Assuming a structurally sufficient dock could support the weight of the building and any
additional loads it may create helped drive the design. Flexibility was also a major factor. The
building should be able to adapt and attach to the dock. The design evolved from one of
penetration into the ground into one of clamping and attaching to the deck. The final design
required penetrations through the deck and clamps and mechanical devices just below the
surface of the deck and into the supporting pylons. This method would prevent any significant
uplift force from overturning the structure.
MvODELS
Corniecint Dck
60
fig.(5) Sectional model, 2bays.
Scale: 1/4" = 1'- 0"
fg.(59,60) Sectional model, with and without
3D printed building evelope.
Scale: 1/4" = 1'- o"
fg.(61) Models: Skin/
Structure icon.
fig. (62) Building Skin study
models. Scale: 1/4" = 1' - on
Continuity is the hallmark of the development of the skin and structure. The challenge was to
create continuously smooth surface panels at a large scale and connect them easily. The aid
of the FDM 3D printer enabled the creation of scale model panels. The surface design
considered two important forces: openness on one side of the dock for ships, and movement
upward and outward from dock to water on the other. The movement of people demanded that
the transfer of people and cargo would take two different paths. People travel vertically; while
cargo travels horizontally. The resultant form was modeled in CAD and the form visualized
through the use of printing and rendering. The structure remains as a frame supporting the
skin; the skin would provide the enclosure and secondary structural stability.
fig.(63) Building skin study models.
Scale: 1/4" = 1'- o"
fig.(64) Building skin study model with exterior
panelling. Scale: 1/4" = 1'- 0"
fig. (65) Model: Joint
Connections icon.
fig.(8) 3D pnnt models,
components ofjoint
connection between
stucture and skin, made
from MIT's FDM and GSD's
Z-corps machine.
Scale: 6" = 1, -C"
As was the case in the skin and structure section, 3D printing aided in the development of the
joint connection between the skin and the structure. Three factors shaped the design of the
connection: the number of degrees of freedom necessary to connecting normal to the surface,
the number of connections, and possible expandability. Connecting normal to the surface
would guarantee proper and accurate connection. The difference between panels and steel
structure had to accounted for because the distance between the substrates could be as little
as one inch or as great as one foot. Reducing the number of joints lowers cost but also
increases the flexibility needed in the design of the connection.
MJODLS e
fig.(67) Aluminum
component made from
lathe and milling machine.
Scale: 6" = I' - o"f
fig.(6) 3D print models,
components ofjoint
connection between
structure and skin.
Scale: 6" = ' -0"
One advantage of investigating CAD/CAM as a manufacturing outlet is the ease of transfer of
design into the final product. Printed models can be cast into steel, aluminum or other metals.
CAD files can be translated into mill paths and sent to three and/or five axis mills for production
as seen in fig. (67). These processes have a higher precision and capabilities for production,
thus allowing the designer more options in design and fabrication.
fig. (69) Models: Large Scale
Model icon.
flg.(73) CNC router cut
plywoodmoldsubframe.
Scale: 6" = '-C"
fig.(70-72) Mold making process: Heat
forming, and sanding.
(g.(74) Laye section model.
Scale: 6" = 1'- ON
fig.(75) (,ight).
fig.(76) Large section model,
connection detail (below).
The large-scale model had two goals: to explore the connection at a large scale, and to
explore prototyping and manufacturing. Using a CNC router a structural bay of the building
was made from plywood sheets. The mold was then used as a form for the roof panel. Different
materials were explored such as carbon fiber, fiberglass, and plexiglas. The final model utilized
heat-formed plexiglas as a base substrate for additional layers consisting of vapor barrier,
insulation, water barrier, and exterior sheathing. Bent steel tubing was used for the frame, and
the connections came directly from the joint connection exploration. The model helped in
visualizing the space and the degrees of freedom necessary for properly connecting the
structure to the skin.
fig. (77) Models: Small Scale
Model con.
fg. (78) Building model
Scale: 1/4" = 1' -o"
fg.(79,80) Building
model, with and without
exterior cladding.
Scale: 1/4" = 1'-C"
The small scale model was a culmination of
the skin and structure explorations and
prototyping investigations. Using the 3D prints
and metal frames the entire form of the
building could be supported on the dock. This
model was constructed in sections to explore
different structural and formal configurations.
The overall form and interior space can be
visualized by placing the sections together.

_-(w2) Henaenngs Icon.
The following chapter describes the project through drawings, animations, and renderings
subdivided into these categories:
g. (83) OrthographIc Views / Perspectives
Plan, sections, elevations,
interior and exterior perspectives.
fig.(84) Diagrams
Construction sequence.
Ught studies.
ig.(85) AnimatIons
Exterior, Interior fly-through.
*animations are saved onto the accompanying CD-ROM,
please see Appendix A on page 86.
N
renderings
I -
#g.(87) View from dock.
flg.(86) View from platform.
fig. (86) Approach from land.
fig.(91) BackElevation.
fig. (9 1) Right Ele vation.
fig.(9) View toward water
fg.(94) Section A.
fig.(95) Section B.
fig. (93) Interior Perspective.
fig. (96) Section C.
Construction / Sequence Process
Flexible Kinetic Membrane
Hydraulically controlled fabric canopy
Adjusts to different ship and weather conditions
Main Enclosure
Complex surface structure composed of carbon fiber base,
with intermediate insulation, and sheet metal exterior
Structural Ribs
Cold rolled steel members
Supports main enclosure
Glazing
Thermal Envelope
Circulation
Bi-level loading platform for large and small ships; escalators to
restaurant/waiting and loading areas; cargo loading bay underneath
Raised Floor
Network substrate containing HVAC, electronics, mechanical systems
Cross Beams
Supports structure and provides level connection to dock
Dock
Existing dock varies in dimension
......... .....
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Lighting Studies
Using 3D studio Max
and Lightscape, the
following lighting
diagrams illustrate the
reflective characteristics
of the exterior building
panels at different times
of the day. Lighting
calculations were
performed on the
summer solstice from
6:00 to 22:00
(figs. 117-125).
(facing page)
fig.(104- 116)
Construction Sequence:
dock, cross beams, fibs,
raised floo, circulation,
glazing, buildingpanels,
and kinetic membrane.
g. (128) Exterior lighting.
fig.(12) Interior lighting.
fg. (127) Rendered Lightscape Interior Perspective. fig.(13) Interior lighting.
fg. (131) Ferrari F355
Conclusion
The process of investigating the automotive field was rewarding and challenging at the same
time. It was rewarding because the knowledge required to produce a car is at high level of
craft, technology, and man-power. There are many professionals within the automotive
industry, especially in the design sector, who are open to a new dialog with architects. Travel
and interviews were difficult because the project had not yet been designed and the research
base was still very open to interpretation.
The travel research involved in this project warrants two conclusions. First, the possible impact
of automotive technologies and design processes in architecture as a profession; the second
is the possible impact the research has on the architecture of the thesis design.
Research
Common issues such as CAD/CAM, rapid prototyping, and new materials are technologies
that can be easy implemented into architecture because they have already been tested and
used in production. However there are several difficulties because there is a fundamental
difference between architecture and automotive industry. The automotive industry is committed
to mass production as a mode of operation, whereas architecture for the most part, is not. The
few exceptions are low-income housing, trailer homes, and some military construction. The
extent of mass production does arise in building components. Sweets Catalog becomes the
source for a kit-of parts which is analogous to the many processes in the automotive industry.
The car industry frequently redesigns exterior car bodies without changing the basic engine
layout for cars. The major difference is that the large capital within an automotive company is
enough for them to have a research division for materials and prototyping, whereas
architecture seldom has the same capacities. Car companies directly influence manufacturing
because it is their business; architecture does not and maybe should not influence the building
industry to the extent that a car maker affects manufacturing. The use of CAD/CAM
technologies does increase the realm of possibilities and precision, bringing the power back to
the architect.
In terms of manufacturing, much of the technology proposed in this thesis is both old and
new. The newer technologies lend themselves to more universal solutions such as
reconfigurable sheet metal dies and peen forming. Continued research in these areas will
lead to more affordable and complex solutions for industry and architecture.
The two most difficult subjects in the research are the questions of style and design
philosophy. In essence, both car designers and architects are designing artifacts to be
inhabited by people. Their methods have similarities and differences. BMW, for example, has
a formula for styling consisting of three components: "Function, Intelligence, and Emotional
Quotient." (Kain, 1999). These three pieces make up BMW's design philosophy. The
Emotional Quotient should provoke the feeling "What the car can do" for the driver (Kain,
1999). In comparison, architecture has similar mandates like "form follows function", "less is
more", etc., but none of these have the same mathematical or formulaic intent as that of the
automotive industry.
Architecture's long history does prove to have a far wider body of literary work than does the
automotive industry. Different movements such as Deconstructionism, Modernism, and Post-
Modemism have been reflections of society and culture. The same could be said about the
automotive industry, yet architecture still has an academic influence that the automotive
industry does not. Thousands of books and articles have been written and will be written
about the design of architecture, whereas the automotive industry lacks that same critical
investigation about the theory of design. Fashion arises in both industries. However fashion in
architecture becomes kitsch. To some extent the same occurs in the automotive industry.
Because of the permanence of architecture that responsibility to avoid the kitsch in the
community becomes more important.
C NCLUS1ON
During the investigation into the automotive design process, the modeling, prototyping, and
visualization processes are immediately distanced from architecture. The most common
methods of communication in architecture are drawing and model making. However once
away from the preliminary design stages the automotive design has far more advanced
means of furthering design. The use of sophisticated modeling and visualization systems
produce higher quality and more precise drawings that can be translated into manufacturable
data. In architecture, the process of conceptual design, schematic design, construction
documents, and construction management has subdivided the industry to the point where
communication poses a problem. Advanced software in the automotive industry has reduced
these problems. To suggest that the transfer of technology is easy is wrong, because the
automotive industry has the advantage of a high capital base and is able to afford these
technologies. However, architects can tap into those resources through design development
of similar systems that fit their needs exactly. This can be done through research programs in
schools or in larger architectural firms through a research and development department.
Continued investigation into the cross-pollination of these two industries will lead to
manageable solutions for both industries.
Design
The position taken in the design process evolved from the design competition itself: a flexible
prototype building envelope. The design of the system lent itself to subdivisions similar to the
design of components for an automobile. The system components involved an outer building
skin similar to body panels in a car, rib sub-frame supporting that frame similar to the frame in
an automobile, and programmatic elements inside and outside the envelope similar to
engines, seats, wheels, etc., in a car. The other assumption is the challenge of designing a
complex curved surface structure similar to that of an automobile. The implications are large
because the automobile industry has become the master of surface design. The primary
difference lies in scale. Architecture concerns mass, volume and space, whereas the
automotive concerns of form and performance do not provide a direct correlation. However
both industries place great emphasis in aesthetics.
In terms of design, determining the nature of fabrication of the enclosure was difficult because
of the complexities of the surface. There was a debate whether to make small 4 X 4 panels that
would attach to the structure or to design large sections that would be transportable and then
mounted onto the frame. The advantage of using the larger sections would be accuracy and
the low number of joints. The advantage of the smaller panels is the reduction of mold sizes
and transportation costs. In the end, the large panels were chosen because of ease of
construction and water tightness concerns. The application of 3D printing and 3D modeling
technologies made the design, visualization, and fabrication possible, all of which have direct
ties into industry.
The prototyping of the connecting joint between the structure and frame was possible again
through 3D printing and machining technologies. What manifested from a scale difference
between the automotive industry and architecture is the joint detailing itself. If we assume the
skin will be produced in a CAD/CAM fashion then the tolerance of the holes necessary to
connect the skin to the structure is highly accurate (1/16"). Cold rolled steel can have up to
one foot tolerance, lending to the eventual design of the joint. It is the connection between
panels which is similar to the connection between automobile body panels which give the
aesthetic character to the design of the thesis.
The automotive industry focuses on the quality of light that reflects off the body surface. They
use the reflective light qualities to enhance the appearance of cars. Seldom are cars painted in
a matte finish. The degree of quality of light can be analyzed and traced back to the surface
quality. Architectural attempts to replicated this have mixed results because of scale, general
practices and economics. However, this thesis attempts to look at those possibilities.
One major decision about the design of the structural ribs took place during content review.
The automotive industry has designed many cars with a monocoque system (self-contained
structure without frame) with positive results. The decision to keep the ribs and design a
semi-monocoque design has its justification from the automotive precedents. The
disadvantage is that a substructure will have to be present for the skin to be attached. Another
disadvantage is the construction time and placement of glazing is made more difficult. The
advantages presents itself when flexibility is needed. The conceptual framework of this project
assumed a prototype of any scale. The width of the initial design was twenty-five feet. That
span can be produced with a monocoque system. However, the prototype can also apply to a
large span of one hundred feet whereby a sub-frame would be necessary. The value of
deciding to chose a semi-monocoque system has large implications to the world of
architecture. In most cases buildings of any large scale can not be supported with a
monocoque system, thus adding more value to a semi-monocoque exploration.
The value of prototyping facilities was noticeable when the investigation moved into the large
scale model. The facilities at MIT and GSD were helpful in constructing a CAD/CAM mold and
joint connections. Exploring a slice of the building at a large scale showed the differences in
technology used in each component and the necessary jointing of those pieces. In
comparison, the automotive industry has far superior prototyping facilities and architecture
studios could benefit from those technologies.
Finally, the process of investigating the automotive industry has led to a new language of
architecture which attempts to define itself through complex surfaces and their manufacture.
The project's prototypical framework made this easier because the site context was a lesser
factor. However, this project is not about designing complex curvatures for the sake of
designing them, but exploring the potential that other industries have in improving and
creating architecture. The future of research will continue with breakthroughs in prototyping,
new materials, 3D modeling, and manufacturing. These innovations combined with the
practice and use of these technologies has to be implemented in the design schools and in
the profession.
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